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Stephen Harper is the most deeply reviled Prime Minister in Canada’s history. On the world
stage,  he is the servant of Big Oil boiling oil out of tar-sands to destroy major river systems
and pollute the planet with dirty oil, while his attack dog John Baird leads the warmongering
and bullying of nations like Iran and Syria targeted by the US-Israeli axis.

He is the most despotic and toxic first minister in the life of our country. His administration
defunds every social program and life protective system it can. It strips the country of its
public  information  infrastructures  at  every  level  –  including  now the  gagging  of  non-profit
NGO’s by eliminating their charitable status if they question any policy of his regime.

Just as his friend George Bush Jr., Harper holds government by big-money backing, continual
lies, attack ads, and life-blind policies to enrich the already rich. Canada’s neo-con political
class may have its head on backwards, but Harper is very cunning in skirting, subverting
and perverting the law to abuse power at every level. He is the poster boy of the global
corporate agenda of wrecking society and its common life support systems.  

Harper also owes his political  life to the RCMP. After a after non-confidence vote triggered
the  2006  election,  RCMP  commissioner  Giuliano  Zaccardelli  instructed  his  staff  to  include
former  Liberal  finance  minister  Ralph  Goodale’s  name  in  a  news  release  announcing  a
criminal investigation. This reversed the stench of the Harper regime’s continuous scandals
and corruption onto the Liberals by a false RCMP smear. As a former top insider of the Tory
party advised me, “the RCMP won the election for Harper”. The elected Harper regime then
surrounded the RCMP with blocks to silence all facts – the signature operation – so the truly
deepest  scandal  of  the  era  proceeded with  impunity  to  the present  day.  So  it  is  not
surprising that CSIS, the RCMP and Harper are collaborating to get more secret powers for
the police and spooks in return for serving Harper’s underlying agenda.

How “Acts of Terrorism” Fit the Known M.O. 

Harper certainly needs an accepted domestic enemy to save him from the rising revulsion of
the thinking public against his rule. His regime’s record of destroying the life substance of
Canada piece by piece cannot be denied. One already knew what was coming when Harper
immediately called the crazed run-over of soldiers in Quebec on October 20 “a terrorist act”
about which he was “deeply worried”. In fact, it was the act of a criminally insane loner run
amok in a small Quebec town without any evident objective as required under the law’s
definition  of  terrorism.  But  with  the  foreknowledge  of  his  addled  Islam  by  the  RCMP  and
CSIS, he seems to have been an ideal patsy for Harper’s home “terrorism” claim. He had
already been arrested and his passport cancelled in June. We can imagine how an effective
undercover agent might have whipped him into a Jihad frenzy knowing he would soon be full
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of holes and unable to report what happened.

One can more clearly see such a scenario in the case of the clinically insane, drug-addicted
petty criminal living in a homeless shelter in Ottawa who had warned a judge in front of the
police back in 2011:”‘If you can’t keep me in, I’m going to do something”. Who could have
been a better tool for the events to come? On October 22 after the first “As a “radicalized
terrorist” attack, a long-gun impossible to hide that no-one saw before ended up in the
hands of Micheal Zebaf-Bibeau. The rest is history. He went on a killing spree with no known
blood testing afterwards for the drugs he was evidently driven by in the video record of his
frenzied and super-charged behaviour, just as there was no known test of the body of
crazed drive-over killer, Martin Couture-Rouleau. How extraordinary. How unspoken in the
lavish profusion of other details and official false connection to ISIS.

“Terrorist”  stops  the  mind,  and “jihadist”  locks  it  in.  Harper’s  first  invocation  of  the  mind-
stopper  was,  as  always,  strategic.  Although blood  tests  for  a  substance-abuse  driving
offense are automatic, none was reported although the videos show every sign of chemical
possession. Bibeau too went crazy and was dead with countless bullets through him before
any questions could be asked. All such strange coincidences are part of the now familiar
covert-state MO.

Joining the Dots

Since Harper publicly claimed an “act of terrorism” two days before the sensational Ottawa
murder and crashing of Parliament and as soon as the Quebec killing occurred, questions
arise. The normally zipper-lip Harper did so long before any forensic facts were in, and
before the idea even occurred to anyone else. Why? Revealingly the federal security state
had been running war games exercises depicting just such attacks weeks before the crazed
murders (Canadian Authorities Ran War Game Drills Depicting ISIS Attack Scenarios Brandon
Martinez, Global Research, October 24, 2014). Lone-wolf nut cases, killings out of nowhere,
unknown motivators and arming, and the state leader most profiting from  mutation of the
demented murders into “terrorist acts” before anyone else – – who joins the dots? It is taboo
to think through such situations, and this too is known beforehand. Sure enough within the
day,  the  RCMP  and  CSIS  get  the  new  extraordinary  powers  they  sought,  and  for  the  first
time in office the robotic Harper is behaving with a warmth not even extended to his young
son with whom he shakes hands in farewell. He is hugging opposition leaders in Parliament
to show a new human side to complete the image makeover in motion.

Harper is happy because he thinks his next election is saved. But the first forensic question
in acts of murderous crimes is again never asked. The hypnotic trance of “terrorism” in
sedate   Ottawa  holds  the  narrative  unchallenged.  Cui  bono?  Who  benefits  from  these
unbelievable closed-case murders in two days which have the media headlining “terrorism”
and “anti-terrorist legislation” everywhere Canadians look, and Harper now as the strong
hand in charge. The top banner headline of the weekend Globe screamed “How far should
we go?”

Home-Grown Terror for Harper’s Re-Election

The  first  function  of  the  terrorist  claim  is  the  standard  one  –  diversion  from  the  ailing
economy and the majority’s growing revulsion of the leader and his party. Harper has made
enemies of every thinking Canadian in the country by his stripping of the country’s public
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life and knowledge bases, and reversing the country’s global reputation as an agent of
peace, social conscience and reverence for nature. Diversion to a constructed Enemy is the
oldest strategy in the book of despised heads of state, and Harper is in unprecedented need
for distraction to another target to uplift him at the same time. Bush Jr. ran on this formula
for eight years.

If the stratagem is not seen through, the second big boost to Harper will be to justify the
despotic rule and quasi-police state he has built with ever more prisons amidst declining
crime,  ever  more  ant-terrorist  rhetoric  and  legislation,  ever  more  cuts  to  life  support
systems and protections (the very ones which would have prevented these murderous
rampages), and ever more war-mongering and war-criminal behaviours abroad. The evil
regime of despotic control and life oppression he has instituted surpasses any ill rule in the
nation’s history. As the US prototype of the life-blind right wing has taught him, the greatest
justification of one’s rule is knee-jerk hatred of a safe Enemy. But in Canada, that does not
work over time. So the domestic “acts of terrorism” in Quebec and Ottawa itself provide the
needed  Enemy  within  Canada  to  justify  anything  with  ever  new  pomp,  mandatory
agreement of others, and ruling power at centre stage.

Diagnosing the Drive to Total Control

The rest follows. The “New Terrorist Laws” in execution were already the feature news
headline on Oct 25, allowing for any new surveillance and control of citizens. Keep in mind
our already-installed totalitarian airport regime that deprives people of water and hygiene
products, dehumanizes all, and undresses millions with no questions allowed any step of the
way. It is a synecdoche of the larger total rule advancing with the Harper gang in charge
further than ever before. “Nothing can be the same again” cheer the corporate media in
choral support.

More favours to the Harper regime from the RCMP and CSIS may be in store – for example,
false allegations and naming of even the most honest opponents like Ralph Goodale who
spent “the worst year of my life” recovering from the RCMP smear that kept Harper in
power. It is a bit like the War Measures Act – new capacity to lock down any city at any time
with armed-force control pervading the streets and police-army powers in the glory of mass-
controlling armed command and kill license. It has already happened in Ottawa with a lone
crazy,  and the lock-down was infinitely more heavy-handed than in 1970 Montreal  which I
observed  first  hand.  Keep  in  mind  the  trumped-up  cause  for  it  –  one  likely-drugged  and
managed  murderous  homeless  mental  case  dead  before  any  questions  could  be  asked.

Observe  too  how  the  language  changes  to  fit  the  agenda  of  total  control.  The  keys  are
“terrorists” for lone individuals driven crazy with no more social supports for them, and
“radicalization” with no modifier as the ultimate problem of thought behind the terror. What
deprived group or  oppositional  rethinking cannot  be so  labelled?  These psych-ops  are
already in full motion now. They have been minted into ruling group-mind by the mocked-up
“terrorists  attacks”  at  home,  and Harper  rule  can only  go  further  by  such trances  of
normalized stupefaction now reinforced with Canadian blood.

Behind all the public psych-ops is the operation of reverse projection long perfected by the
US war-machine. Blame the opposition for what you are doing as the reason for attacking
them.  At  the  Canada  level,  the  reverse  projections  define  the  Harper  regime.  He  is
punitively  and  vindictively  despotic,  rigidly  and  vengefully  doctrinaire,  intolerant  of
deviation, shames and slanders at will, and overrides every democratic constraint to his
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insatiable  drive  to  total  control.  Narrow  and  life-blind  absolutism,  indifference  to  others’
suffering, and certitude of virtue while destroying people and common life support systems
complete the unseen rule of terror at work. A coterie of mediocre and corrupt subordinates
surround and serve him to allow no shard of  light  in on the ruling mission of  society
destruction.

With most people not yet suspecting it, Harper rule is an Americanada mirror image of the
jihad-fascism he uses to multiply his and his corporate allies’ rights and powers. Behind him
lies the transnational money-sequence cancer he embodies in every policy line.

Prof. John McMurtry is the author of The Cancer Stage of Capitalism/ From Crisis to Cure
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